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            Pet Friendly Apartments

            
                            We are a pet-friendly apartment community with no breed or weight restrictions. We have a two pet maximum per apartment and our pet fee is $375 plus monthly rent. Please call if you have any questions or need more information.            
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              Luxury Apartments, Townhomes & Cottages

            


            
              Welcome to The Village at Commonwealth, where luxury living meets the vibrant lifestyle of Plaza Midwood, Charlotte, NC. Immerse yourself in a lifestyle like no other, where every moment is filled with indulgence and excitement.



Step into a world of unparalleled comfort with our standout apartment features. Overlook Veteran's Park with floor-to-ceiling windows that bathe your home in natural light. Enjoy the outdoors from your oversized balconies, perfect for sipping morning coffee or unwinding in the evening breeze.



Glide effortlessly between rooms with our sliding bar doors, adding a touch of elegance to your space. And for wine connoisseurs, our custom wine racks are the ideal showcase for your most treasured vintages.



But that's just the beginning. At The Village at Commonwealth, we believe that luxury extends beyond your doorstep. Our two fitness centers offer state-of-the-art equipment and invigorating classes to keep you active and motivated. 



Dive into relaxation at not just one, but two refreshing pools, the perfect oasis to beat the Carolina heat. And for those seeking a unique social experience, our outdoor beer garden awaits, where laughter and camaraderie flow effortlessly.



Embrace a lifestyle that complements the eclectic charm of Plaza Midwood. Discover trendy boutiques, delectable dining, and a lively arts scene just moments from your doorstep. With high-energy events and local hotspots at your fingertips, your new home is also your ticket to the pulse of the city.



Join us at The Village at Commonwealth and experience the epitome of luxury apartment living in Plaza Midwood, Charlotte. Unwind in style, revel in first-class amenities, and be a part of the thriving local community. Don't miss out on this extraordinary opportunity. Schedule a tour today and open the door to a life you've always dreamed of.
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                      We have lived here for almost four years and we still love everything about this community! If you have a dog then this place would be perfect for you.


                                              Dawn
                      
                                              Apr 5, 2024
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                      Awesome place. Have enjoyed the last 6 months. Amenities are top of the line. Neighborhood is phenomenal. Very few slights to living here. 

Only negative is the walls are thin and i can hear my neighbors pretty easily. Also some maintenance issue take long to be handled


                                              Evan
                      
                                              Mar 26, 2024
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                      We’ve loved living here so far! All of the leasing staff are wonderful, and the maintenance staff is so quick to respond to any issues. We love the gym and the spa, and can’t wait to use the pool when the weather is warm!


                                              Kimberly
                      
                                              Mar 18, 2024
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                      Love living here! It’s the best. Great events, kind neighbors, and safe neighborhood. The staff is always kind and willing to help out. Would recommend!


                                              Brittany
                      
                                              Mar 12, 2024
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                      I love living at the Village at Commonwealth! The amenities are amazing, especially having the barista Mark make delicious coffee in the mornings! The location is fantastic and very walkable!


                                              Devon
                      
                                              Mar 8, 2024
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                      Our experience with The Village at Commonweath has been amazing! We are so excited to use all the awesome amenities! This is the second Northwood community we have rented and the experience keeps getting better! The staff is so friendly and helpful!


                                              Amanda
                      
                                              Mar 6, 2024
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                      The amenities here are amazing and seems they continue to keep adding things or making them better. The property is always clean and i am never concerned about being safe outside alone, which is great as woman!


                                              Lane
                      
                                              Mar 5, 2024
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                      Great amenities, great staff, and overall very friendly as a whole community. The village of commonwealth is also location in such a comfortable and safe neighborhood, always feels very welcoming here.


                                              Colleen
                      
                                              Mar 3, 2024
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                      Great so far. I love the amenities, the walkable neighborhood and the general location. Overall great experience so far. I can’t wait to use the pool and gyms during the summer months. I enjoy the community events. And love meeting all the dogs around the neighborhood.


                                              Lacey
                      
                                              Mar 2, 2024
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                      One of the standout features of Village of Commonwealth is the efficiency of the staffing and maintenance teams. The staff has consistently demonstrated a high level of professionalism and responsiveness, promptly addressing any concerns or maintenance requests. Their dedication to maintaining the property ensures a pleasant living environment, and I appreciate their commitment to making this community a comfortable place to call home.

Living here has been a truly cozy experience. The serene atmosphere is complemented by the minimal noise levels, providing a peaceful and tranquil setting. Whether it's enjoying a quiet evening on the balcony or taking a stroll through the well-maintained grounds, the Village of Commonwealth offers a serene escape from the hustle and bustle of everyday life.

The attention to detail in the amenities reflects the community's commitment to creating an environment where residents can enjoy a well-rounded and fulfilling lifestyle.


                                              Kelsey
                      
                                              Mar 2, 2024
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                      The amenities are so great and the location is perfect! It truly is like a little village and Charlotte.
I am super happy with my studio apartment, the barn doors are a nice touch.


                                              Morgan
                      
                                              Mar 1, 2024
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                      The Village at Commonwealth is a wonderful place to live. The staff, amenities, and location is more than anyone could every ask for. Plus having veterans park right here makes it to be a very active community.


                                              Max
                      
                                              Mar 1, 2024
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                      Omar & Armando made my move in super easy with quick response to small issues. The leasing staff rocks! My apartment is beautiful especially my balcony and the coffee from the barista is very convenient.


                                              Nya
                      
                                              Feb 29, 2024
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                      The apartments, amenities, neighborhood, and the staff has all been amazing!! I moved in recently without much knowledge about the area, but have found it to be a great surprise


                                              Alison
                      
                                              Feb 23, 2024
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                      My husband and I absolutely love living at The Village At Commonwealth.   Fantastic staff, wonderful amenities, great location.  I would highly recommend


                                              Marie
                      
                                              Feb 18, 2024
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                      The villages at commonwealth were a great place to call home the neighborhood and amentities were amazing. The staff was super friendly and always very helpful!


                                              Steven
                      
                                              Feb 14, 2024
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                      Such an amazing experience living here! The staff is amazing and the community is well kept and clean! We have loved it here and have been here for 2 years!


                                              Sophia
                      
                                              Feb 13, 2024
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                      Concierge staff is always friendly and helpful! Maintenance is quick and efficient. Amenities are always kept clean and organized. Leasing team does great on tours!


                                              Emily
                      
                                              Feb 12, 2024
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                      Reese and Latrice are amazing!!!!!! We had so much fun moving in and they made it really easy! I never want to leave! My favorite things are the community here and the amenities!


                                              Elijah
                      
                                              Feb 8, 2024
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                      Everything’s been moving smoothly the process was easy and made sense it was a very quick process and I feel right at home the community is nice


                                              Thomas
                      
                                              Feb 5, 2024
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                      Great! Thank you for being so nice. I love living here so far. It offers a lot for what I am paying. So thanks for offering eerything that you do offer.


                                              Janet
                      
                                              Feb 4, 2024
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                      I used to come here when a friend of mine lived here. My first time here fell in love with it and knew in the future I had to live here. So far I’m loving it!


                                              Ezio
                      
                                              Feb 4, 2024
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                      Love the village.. just resigned and I’m very excited to see all that this year has to offer. Hopefully some new and exciting pop-ups/amenities!


                                              Julina
                      
                                              Feb 2, 2024
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                      Everything is great, people are kind, staff is kind, location is amazing, amenities are the best I’ve found in charlotte. Excited to live here


                                              Brant
                      
                                              Feb 2, 2024
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                      Since the day I moved in, I've been obsessed with this little community. The staff (from the baristas to the leasing office)  goes above and beyond to make our living situation as comfortable as possible. The amenities are top notch and the maintenance is always insanely quick and done well.


                                              Kathleen
                      
                                              Feb 1, 2024
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              © 2024 Village at Commonwealth.

              All Rights Reserved.
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